
  

eBay Subsidiary

From On-premise to Cloud 
with Salesforce Integration
Case Study

O V E R V I E W  
 

The client is a subsidiary of eBay, and one of the biggest  
e-commerce companies. Their on-premise Avaya call 
center solution had many problems: 

The call center remained primitive with no self-service 
functions. Reporting was done through spreadsheets due 
to lack of functionality. The client did not even know how 
many calls were missed because calls didn't connect to the 
software after the limit of 150 was reached. 

A P P R O A C H  
 

Call Center Studio delivered the client requests in two 
weeks: 

Call Center Studio's Project Team worked in collaboration 
with the client. Teams exchanged ideas by sharing their 
experience in the industry and what needed to be 
accomplished. 
 
Call Center Studio, as always, offered consultancy, know-
how and best practices to implement them:

C L I E N T  B E N E F I T S  

Exclusive and priority-based call queues for Key 
Accounts, buyers & sellers, and frustrated callers. 
 
Advanced reporting functions and integrated business 
intelligence tools offered the client modern and up-to-
date monitoring. 

Vendor & its partner not committed to client 
requests, IVR changes, development needs, unable 
to deliver the needed scalability. The client was 
alone in the use of the software with no consultancy.  
 
Solution had operational problems, a hard limit of 
150 on concurrent calls, difficulties for integration 
with other software, and incapacity for remote work. 

Embedded Salesforce CTI allows agents to work 
from single-screen in addition to many other 
benefits. 
 
Cloud infrastructure meant unlimited flexibility for 
integrations, for the scalability of the operation and 
for remote work during the Covid-19 outbreak. 

Self-service IVR functions were implemented. 
 
Caller ID controls that check for the caller segment 
for efficient queue distribution. 

The ROI was so high with Call Center Studio that the operation grew from 70 to 300+ in 

just a few months. 

The client used an on-premise product of Avaya. The unresponsiveness of the vendor 
and the partner network, coupled with the out-of-date call center system, formulated 
many problems. Call Center Studio offered consultancy and know-how by implementing 
self-service functions in collaboration with the client. Thanks to the unique cloud 
infrastructure of Call Center Studio, the client realized the ROI was so high that they 
upscaled the operation from 70 agents to 300+ in just a few months.
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# of Agents
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280

25

5

Agents had to switch screens to use the CRM and the call 
center solution with Avaya. They looked for and updated 
information manually, losing time with mundane and repetitive 
tasks. Salesforce CTI with Call Center Studio offers many 
benefits such as click to call, automated ticket creation, 
updating caller information, logging records thus saving time 
and increasing efficiency. 
 
Unique configurations were set up to handle the peak demand 
with self-service IVR functions such as cargo tracking TTS, 
freeing valuable time during busy periods. 
 
Automatic caller segmentation increased conversation quality 
and first call resolution rates. This increase in operational 
efficiency led to decreased talking time for agents, which 
meant lower wait times in queues, and increased customer 
satisfaction. 
 
In-house advance reporting of Call Center Studio and 
integrated BI tools such as Data Studio meant that mistakes 
during and burden of data transfer from one software to 
another was no longer an issue. 
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